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Senior Sugar Trader visits Burdekin

L to R: PJ Gileppa, Steve Pilla, Greg Rossato, Peter Bingham, Phil Marano, Chris Winship, Wayne Smith, Sib Torrisi & Owen Menkens

Singapore based Wilmar Sugar Trader Peter Bingham met with CANEGROWERS Burdekin directors and management yesterday
to introduce himself and provide an update and status of the world sugar market. He was accompanied by locally based Wilmar
marketing officers Chris Winship and PJ Gileppa.
Peter has spent all of his working life in the sugar industry when he started with Tate & Lyle in London and then with Bunge when
they took over Tate & Lyle and now with Wilmar as Wilmar bought the Bunge trading operations last year.
As Peter has been working for many years in sugar trading it was refreshing to hear him relay the knowledge and experience he
has gained working in the international environment of sugar markets.
Of particular note was Peter’s view of the future of Asian markets and the opportunities going forward with countries like Korea,
Japan and Indonesia where recent free trade agreements improve market conditions for the Australian sugar industry. The
presentation also indicated that global sugar consumption is growing by 1 to 2% per year.
A copy of the power point slides used in Peter’s presentation can be viewed by clicking here.

QCA conducts Burdekin Haughton Irrigation
Pricing Review workshop
Queensland Competition Authority officers conducted a workshop in Clare last Tuesday.

The workshop was well attended. One of the significant issues discussed for irrigators was the allocation of costs for a safety
upgrade of the Burdekin Falls dam estimated to be $344 million.
QCA’s summary of issues raised at the workshops can be viewed here and a copy of the QCA presentation can be viewed by
clicking here.
Interested parties are reminded that they are invited to provide written submissions on SunWater’s submissions and the QCA
targeted consultation paper on dam safety upgrade costs by 8 March 2019.
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Wilmar targets sweet spot

Singapore Wilmar International Ltd shares fell more than 4 percent last Friday after the Singapore-listed commodity trader said its
quarterly net profit halved, mainly due to a provision linked to its Australian sugar assets.
Reporting October-December earnings late on Thursday, Wilmar made a provision for a $138.6 million impairment on its goodwill
and sugar milling assets in Australia, citing ongoing depressed sugar prices, in the fourth quarter.
The company, which counts U.S. agricultural trader Archer Daniels Midland Co among its biggest shareholders, said net profit slid
to $200.9 million in fourth quarter, down from $426.7 million in the same period a year earlier.
But while other traders plan to pull out of the sugar business, plagued by oversupply and price declines, Wilmar's chairman and
chief executive Kuok Khoon Hong said on Friday the commodity house planned to grow in the sector.
"We are still expanding in our sugar business," the billionaire said at a results briefing on Friday. "To me, the best time to expand
in a business is during the most difficult time."
Wilmar swung to a pre-tax quarterly loss of $114.1 million in its sugar business.
Sugar (Milling, Merchandising, Refining & Consumer Products) recorded a pre-tax loss of US$123.0 million in FY2018 (FY2017:
US$24.6 million loss), mainly due to an impairment loss of US$138.6 million recognised in 4Q2018 relating to the milling
operations in Australia. Despite consistent positive cash flow generated from the Australian milling business, the decline in sugar
prices in the past year led the Group to take a prudent stance and impair the goodwill and property, plant and equipment of the
milling operations during the quarter. The Sugar results were further impacted by losses from the Group’s newly acquired Indian
subsidiary, Shree Renuka Sugars Limited (SRSL), whose crushing activities only commenced in late October. These losses were
mitigated by stronger performance in the Merchandising business during the year. The segment posted a pre-tax loss of
US$114.1 million in 4Q2018 (4Q2017: US$ 41.4 million profit).
Last year, Wilmar bought the sugar trading book of rival Bunge.
Meanwhile last month Singaporean commodity trader Olam International said it would exit sugar as part of a six-year strategic
plan, saying it saw long-term structural declines in consumption of the sweetener.
Kuok said he expected sugar demand to still grow over the long-term, albeit at a slower pace, but he noted there will also be
fewer players.
Wilmar has been developing a business model that encompasses the entire value chain of the agricultural commodity business.
Its businesses include oil palm cultivation, oilseed crushing, edible oils refining, sugar milling and refining, as well as rice and flour
milling.
Wilmar's core net profit, which excludes non-operating items, dropped to $334.7 million from $373 million a year earlier. It said the
decrease was due to the African swine fever outbreak in China, along with weaker commodity prices.
For 2018 as a whole, Wilmar's net profit fell nearly 6 percent to $1.13 billion, missing an analysts' average estimate of $1.2 billion,
according to Refinitiv data.
But the company said it was "reasonably optimistic" that performance for 2019 will be satisfactory. – Report by Reuters.
A news release containing more detail of the 2018 4th quarter and full year results can be viewed by clicking here
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Bill a kick in the guts to growers’ Reef
commitment

CANEGROWERS is warning a bill introduced to the Queensland Parliament this week will frustrate sugarcane growers with more
bureaucratic intrusion into their businesses without any guarantee of benefits for the Great Barrier Reef.
“Just as growers are picking themselves up from a summer of natural disasters, the Queensland Government is putting a further
regulatory cloud over our businesses,” CANEGROWERS Chairman Paul Schembri said.
CANEGROWERS says the Envrironmental Protection (Great Barrier Reef Protection Measures) and Other Legislation
Amendment Bill 2019 seeks to:
• undermine the valuable efforts of growers to improve water quality,
• impose big brother supervision over everyday farming decisions and
• hobble the sugarcane industry’s ability to expand.
“We absolutely take our responsibilities towards reef water quality seriously,” Mr Schembri said. “That’s why we’ve voluntarily
gone down the road of an industry-developed and independently assessed best management practices program – Smartcane
BMP.
“Under this, growers have shown initiative and commitment, improving their productivity while addressing issues of fertiliser and
sediment runoff.
“The program has recorded real and positive momentum with participation going from zero to 70% of the state’s sugarcane area
within five years.
“What we should be seeing is the removal of regulations the areas where growers have proven the highest commitment and
results towards Reef water quality.
“CANEGROWERS has invited the Premier to visit a cane farm to give growers the opportunity to explain exactly what impact
these laws will have but to date she hasn’t taken up our offer," he said.
In the most sensitive area for Reef water quality, the Wet Tropics region, participation in Smartcane BMP involvement is strongest
with over a third of the area now independently accredited as operating at or above industry best practice.
Across the state, 90% of growers engaged with Smartcane BMP are now applying fertilisers underground to prevent any washing
away, 80% of the cane is cut green with a mulch/trash blanket left on the paddock and 80% of growers use fallow rotations to
protect and nourish their soil between cane crops.
“Huge changes have been made and the sugarcane growers of Queensland should be congratulated for their effort and
commitment,” Mr Schembri said. “But instead, with the introduction of this bill to the Queensland Parliament, the Labor Party is
telling growers that no matter what you do, how much you spend or change the way you run your farm, we will shift the goal posts
on you again and again.”
CANEGROWERS says the bill will give the Queensland Government the ability to demand information from any advisor
or company working with cane farmers.
“Not only will this bill increase the red tape burden on individual farm businesses reporting to government but it is ringing alarm
bells right through the sugarcane industry’s supply chain,” Mr Schembri said.
“The Queensland Government’s own drafting document says the bill should give it the power to require data from fertiliser sellers,
agronomists, wholesalers, sugar mills and industry extension officers.
“Nothing will be safe from the cold hand of the bureaucratic big brother!”
CANEGROWERS is also warning that the bill could prevent growers from making the best possible use of the land they
own and farm.
“If you haven’t cropped an area of your farm for some time and you want to put cane in, the State Government wants to make you
go through the same sort of environmental impact statement that a mining company does,” Mr Schembri explained.
“This amounts to the Labor Party telling us we can’t expand our industry onto land our growers already own and manage without
government approval.
“With international companies now looking at sugarcane as a valuable feedstock for a new generation of bioplastics, biochemicals
and biofuels, we won’t be able to grow to meet new opportunities.
“This would be very short-sighted, throwing a roadblock in front of our industry and potential bio-futures investment in
Queensland.”
CANEGROWERS urges the Queensland Parliament to reject this bill and the ALP’s attempt to re-regulate both the size of
the sugarcane industry and each farm’s practices and production decisions.
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Reef regulations a
step back for ag
sector

The Queensland Farmers’ Federation (QFF) and industry
members are frustrated following the introduction of new
reef catchment regulations that will further restrict
farmers as they struggle to recover from natural disasters
and low commodity prices in some industries.
The Environmental Protection (Great Barrier Reef
Protection Measures) and Other Legislation Amendment
Bill 2019 will see a greater regulatory burden placed on
Queensland’s farmers while not guaranteeing any
benefits for the Great Barrier Reef.
QFF
President
Stuart
Armitage
said
QFF
and
its
members
remain
opposed
to the regulation of agricultural activities as described in
the Bill. Regulation is a high cost, simplistic instrument
that supports minimum standards of compliance at the
expense of true practice change and does little to
encourage a culture of innovation and excellence.
“Farmers continue to embrace practice change and
make on-farm improvements to minimise soil loss, better
manage fertiliser use and reduce pesticide runoff from
their farms to safeguard the future of the Reef,” Mr
Armitage said.
“These important actions are making huge improvements
to the quality of the water leaving the farm and
significantly contributing to the health of the Reef.”
“Despite the indisputable fact that the water quality
targets set are very ambitious and grossly underfunded,
governments have still invested considerable resources
in voluntary management improvement programs, such
as the Reef Alliance’s Growing a Great Barrier Reef
project.”
“These programs are now starting to deliver results and
they have good buy in from farmers. Increasing
regulation is likely to undermine this momentum and will
come at significant cost. It would be far better to invest
that additional cost in existing voluntary programs that
are working.”
“Just a few months ago government, industry and
communities celebrated some of the outstanding efforts
and achievements by farmers to improve the quality of
water entering the Great Barrier Reef under these
programs.”

Australia’s WTO action
against Indian subsidies a
significant step

In an important escalation, the governments of Australia and Brazil
have jointly launched a formal World Trade Organisation (WTO)
action against the Indian government’s domestic sugar support
mechanisms.
“A WTO dispute is a rare and significant escalation towards resolving
a situation that’s been depressing the global sugar price and the
earnings of Australian sugarcane growers and sugar millers,” said
Paul Schembri, CANEGROWERS Chairman. “We thank the
Australian Government for taking this step.”
Subsidised Indian sugar production and exports have rapidly become
a major threat to the viability of cane growers and sugar millers in
Australia and other unsubsidised sugar producers.
“We believe the high volumes of Indian sugar produced in recent
years are embedded and structural, meaning their industry will
continue to flood the global market unless the subsidies and
associated support mechanisms are fundamentally reformed,” said
David Pietsch, CEO at the Australian Sugar Milling Council (ASMC).
“The analysis we jointly developed with government paints a strong
case against Indian sugar support mechanisms. India’s sugar
subsidies are a clear breach of its WTO obligations,” said Mr Pietsch.
Last November, the WTO Committee for Agriculture met in Geneva
and 13 countries supported the counter-notification lodged by
Australia against India.
“The counter-notification, an important precursor to launching the
formal WTO dispute settlement process, was essential to garner
support for further action from other trading nations.
“We applaud Australian Trade Minister, Simon Birmingham’s tenacity
and willingness to take the lead and coordinate an international
response to uphold global trade rules,” said Mr Pietsch.
“We had been hoping the Indian government would come to the table
to find a negotiated solution rather than enter the more protracted
formal proceedings, but this hasn’t happened,” said Mr Schembri.
“Other ways need to be found to support the well-being of India’s
sugarcane growers, so that the global market can function efficiently
and reward unsubsidised and efficient sugar producers including
growers and millers in Australia,” he said.

“If passed, the Bill will stifle much needed flexibility and
sustainable growth in several established agricultural
industries across the reef catchments including
sugarcane, horticulture, grazing and grains.”
“Our sector continues to do its bit to deliver on
community expectations and give the Reef its best
chance of survival in the face of climate change. This
legislation is not a step in the right direction.”
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International Women’s Day Morning Tea
Women in Sugar Burdekin are hosting a morning tea for international women’s day on Friday 8th March, 9am at the
CANEGROWERS Building, 141 Young Street, Ayr.
Come and celebrate the day with a morning tea and guest speaker Jayne Cuddihy.
Jayne Cuddihy is a professional communicator with almost 20
years’ experience reporting, writing and broadcasting across
Australia and overseas.
She comes from- and is deeply committed to- regional Australia
and its people and has worked tirelessly to bridge the citycountry divide through engaging storytelling. Jayne has worked
for RuralPress, News Ltd and the ABC and has a diverse
portfolio in freelance writing, communication, consulting,
producing, editing and project management.
Now based back home in rural North Queensland with her
husband, Martin and three young children, she’s working on
adding ‘cattle producer’ to her already impressive CV.
To register your attendance please email womeninsugarburdekin@hotmail.com or phone 4790 3600.
Women in Sugar Burdekin is a group of women who meet regularly to increase their knowledge of the local agricultural industry. It
provides a network of support for all women involved in the Sugar Cane community.
They meet the second Wednesday of every month, and encourage interested women to come along. The meetings provide a fun
and friendly environment where questions are encouraged, information is shared and opinions valued.
For more information on Women In Sugar they can be contacted at womeninsugarburdekin@hotmail.com
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers
Executive Comment
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Work with National Farmers Federation (NFF) on their campaign agenda for the Federal election.
AustSafe Risk Audit & Compliance Committee Meeting.
Participated in the Reef 2050 Plan Program Logic Workshop. The Reef 2050 Sustainability plan is undergoing a review and
the Reef Advisory Committee was engaged to provide input in the review for consideration by both State and Federal
Governments.
Catch up with the CEOs from Australian Beverages Council and Australian Sugar Milling Council to discuss nutrition policy
and program developments in the lead up to the National Obesity Summit held at the end of the week.
Regular catch-up with Beth Woods, Director General of the State Department of Agriculture and Fisheries.
Attended the QSL Grower Reps Workshop.
Meeting with Telstra to discuss innovation projects in agri-digital farming systems

Trade
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

CANEGROWERS joined the NFF delegation which met Mr Pekka Pesonen, Secretary-General of Copa-Cogeca (Copa is the
organisation that represents European farmers, Cogeca represents their agri-cooperatives) and Mr Joe Healy President of
the Irish Farmers' Association to build understanding of the opportunities that would flow from the inclusion of sugar in an EUAustralia free trade agreement.
CANEGROWERS met with Tate & Lyle Sugars to exchange views on developments in the EU-Australia FTA and on the
implications for sugar access to the UK post-Brexit.
FTA – negotiations are proceeding. The market access elements are yet to commence. The EU is focusing on no tariff and
quota issues. The Australian team is focussed on removing the barriers that prevent EU refiners sourcing Australian raw
sugar.
Brexit – the UK will leave the EU on 29 March. The terms of Brexit are unknown and creating significant uncertainty for the
UK’s future raw sugar imports.
CANEGROWERS participated in the teleconference with DFAT and DAWR on preparations for the launch of action in the
WTO against India’s sugar subsidies and we continue to coordinate preparations with Global Sugar Alliance members.
Australia, Brazil and Guatemala are finalising consultation documents prior to their lodgement in the WTO. Lodgement of
these documents, expected later this week or early March, will initiate the first stage of the WTO dispute settlement process.

Sugarcane Industry Biosecurity Committee (SIBC)
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

The SIBC met to discuss biosecurity issues in the Queensland cane industry. The Committee includes representatives from
CANEROWERS, ASMC, ACFA, Biosecurity Queensland (BQ) and SRA. CANEGROWERS chairs the SIBC.
The role, function, value and representation on the committee was discussed. The origins of the committee were to provide
industry and government insight from the transition to the new regulations and the General Biosecurity Obligation.
Bosecurity updates were provided by BQ on biosecurity roundtables, biosecurity legislation review, red witchweed eradiation
and training. BQ also provided an update on Red Imported Fire Ants, Tramp Ants and Industry biosecurity planning. SRA
and CANEGROWERS provided an update on the upcoming EPPRD training to be held in May 2019 and activities at PHA.
Correspondence from the Southern Regional Variety Committee (SRVC) on disease thresholds and varieties were
discussed.
Fiji Leaf Gaul and Ratoon Stunting Disease issues were discussed.

Sustainable Sugar
✓
✓
✓

Conference call with Bonsucro on Smartcane BMP benchmarking. Bonsucro has published the benchmarking report on its
website.
Discussion on presentation and engagement opportunities at the upcoming Bonsucro conference in Thailand.
Discussion with Czarnikow on benchmarking outcomes and next steps between Smartcane BMP and Vive program.

Transport
✓

✓

CANEGROWERS participated in a National Farmers Federation Transport subcommittee hook-up. The main issue was to
follow up on progress of the maps which will provide detail of additional State specific access conditions as part of the
National Class 1 Agricultural Vehicle Notice. The Queensland details are not available, however the Victoria detail are
available and options to improve the presentation of the maps was discussed.
The NFF chain of responsibility resources on their website was discussed.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers
Agricultural Co-ordination Group - North Queensland Severe Weather Event
✓

A meeting of the above group was attended. The main issue for cane growers was the detail of the Category D $75,000 grant
provided by QRIDA. The application process has been improved and the detail and proof of actual expenditure has been
clarified to be much simpler to comply with. This makes the grant more accessible. The details are provided on the QRIDA
website. There is some expectation of further Category D details to be announced. The focus is clearly on the livestock
disaster areas.

SRA Soil Health Program Partnership Workshop
✓

CANEGROWERS attended the SRA soil health workshop. This provided a report back on the progress of the program and
the opportunity to assess any gaps in the research. There is a significant amount of research in progress and there are still
issues around how to address the practical barriers to adoption of improved farming systems (i.e. affordable access to
machinery) and providing the industry a clear measure of improved soil health.

Cane Burning Consultation Meeting
✓

The first in a series of consultation meetings with Queensland Fire and Emergency Services (QFES) to review the
commissioner notification to light a fire without a permit was held in Bundaberg. Another 5 consultation meetings are planned.

Agri Technovation
✓

CANEGROWERS caught up with Agri Technovation for discussions on their soil survey options and how they might fit into the
six easy steps guidelines and ideas for processes to developing carbon trading methods.

EEF60 Workshop
✓
✓

The majority of the EEF60 project members met in Townsville to discuss the project progress to date and the results of the
first harvest data.
The overall conclusion is that there was not a significant difference in the yield results between treatments which is consis tent
with expectations given the dry weather conditions over the season and the fact that this is the first year of the trials which
often shows limited response to nitrogen.

Farm Input and Research Committee (FI&R Committee) Meeting
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

The FI&R committee held a meeting in Brisbane and the main issues discussed were:
The Class 1 Agricultural Vehicle National Notice and a review of the current draft of the Notice and guidelines.
Various issues facing SRA including challenges with Federal funding, new issues for SRA around research into marketing,
sugar and health and biosecurity and priority setting within this context.
The SRA implementation of the SRA adoption strategy.
The results of the Lazuli Consulting project into possible SRA research investment options for alternate income.
The proposed new Commissioner notification for cane burning.

Mercurius Biorefining
✓

CANEGROWERS caught up with the CEO of Mercurius Biorefining. Mercurius Biorefining has received funding from the State
Government for a pilot plant at Gladstone which will use bagasse (100kg/day) as a feedstock to produce biodiesel

National Working Party for Spray Drift Application (NWPPA)
✓
✓

✓

CANEGROWERS attended the NWPPA meeting in Canberra to hear about the latest updates in Drift Reduction Technology
to reduce the risk of spray drift, understand the APVMA’s latest position on buffer zones and understand options for 2,4-D.
Further reductions in spray drift buffer zones would be considered by APVMA if there was information supporting the
management of spray drift risk. CANEGROWERS would need to approach APVMA for a permit with information and data to
support a reduced buffer zone.
CANEGROWERS spoke with APVMA on specific issues relating to 2,4-D including spraying for sickle pod and in canopy
spraying.
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What is an energy audit?

Energy audit saves $14,500

An Energy Audit is an assessment of a site’s energy
consumption and provides recommendations on how energy
use can be reduced or improved that fit within your budget,
timelines and business objectives. There are three types of
audits with clear attributes so you can determine which type
is best suited to you and the needs of your farm.

Installing variable speed drives on two 37kW pumps saved
this Stanthorpe horticulture farm over $14,500 per year with
a payback period of around 18 months. The audit identified
other efficiencies including some refrigeration improvements
and a small Solar PV system which the farmer is yet to
implement.

Finance and funding for energy
efficiency

Energy Savers Events

Check out our Events page for more information about
upcoming workshops and information sessions!
We've updated our Fact Sheet to help you choose the right
financial product to help with those energy efficiency or
renewable energy upgrades. Once you've identified energy
savings or renewable energy opportunities for your farm, the
next challenge is to find the funds or finance to make it
happen. There are a number of options available.
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Pricing information
2018 Season Advances
Schedule
As at 31 January 2019

Default Advances

Default Pricing
Indicative price

Jun -17
19 Jul 18

65%
65%

246.26
246.26

16 Aug 18
20 Sep 18
18 Oct 18
15 Nov 18
20 Dec 18
17 Jan 19
21 Feb 19
21 Mar 19
18 Apr 19

65%
65%
70%
70%
75%
80%
85%
87.5%
90%

225.42
225.42
248.09
277.56
297.38
300.63
329.91
339.61
349.31

16 May 19

95%

368.72

20 Jun 19
July 19

97.5%
100%

378.42
388.13

Default

Confirmed
Advance Rates are based on a grower's individual estimated final sugar price.
For more information growers can access Wilmar's monthly Pool Reports, Allocation
Account Amount Reports, their applicable Advance Finance Charge via the reporting page
of the Pricing and Payments section of the GrowerWeb. The cashflow forecast tool is also
available in the Pricing & Payments section.

2018 Season Advances Schedule
As at 8 February 2019

Applicable from

Default Pools %
Rate

Default Pricing
Indicative price

60%
65%
70%
72.5%
75%
80%
82.5%
87.5%
90%
92.5%
95%
100%

217.95
224.97
240.34
275.23
274.82
294.43
303.88
325.20
334.49
343.78
353.07
371.66

Initial
23 Aug 18
18 Oct 18
22 Nov 18
13 Dec 18
24 Jan 19
21 Feb 19
21 Mar 19
18 Apr 19
16 May 19
20 Jun 19
July 19

Percentage rate approved by QSL Board
The program above is indicative only in its entirety and should not be taken as a commitment
by QSL with regard to either the advance rate or date of increase. The program may change
during the season depending on movements in the marketing and shipping plans, sugar price
and currency movements and timing of cash flows. Suppliers’ positions in relation to any
pricing elections may also impact the timing and size of advance payments.

QSL Indicative ICE 11 prices

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 1 March 2019
Crop Year

Indicative Price

Movement

2019 Season

421.92

-1.23

2020 Season

444.40

0.28

2021 Season

449.77

0.18

Calculation using ICE Closing Prices or equivalent Bank Swap Rates and prevailing AUD/
USD exchange rates
Refer to https://www.wilmarsugarmills.com.au for additional Pricing Information and trends

Estimated Wilmar 2018 Pool Prices
As at 31 January 2019
Net pool price
($/Tonne IPS)
Wilmar Production Risk Pool

$383

Wilmar Managed Pool

$356

Wilmar US Quota Pool

$658

Gross Pool Prices are an estimate based on the tonnes hedged and current market price (as at
the last business day of the month) for unhedged tonnage.
Allocation Account Amounts begin the season as estimates and are reviewed and updated on
a monthly basis as actual premiums and costs are known.
Key points to note regarding the way Wilmar is reporting sugar sales into the USA:• The US Quota Pool will only include sales made against the specific Certificates of Quota
Eligibility (CQEs) allocated to Wilmar by the US Government and those which Wilmar is
entitled to market by virtue of its share of MEI/GEI marketing tonnage.
• The tonnage and net returns resulting from the US Quota CQEs purchased from other
Queensland marketers and sold onto the USA are not allocated to the US Quota Pool and will
be ascribed to the Production Risk Pool.
The monthly pool price report is available on the Wilmar grower web

The figures quoted above are indicative of available ICE 11 prices as at the current date
and reflect the weighted average AUD/mt price. The prices have been adjusted to include
Over-the-Counter (OTC) margin fees charged by banking institutions and, therefore, may
differ from daily prices quoted by the ICE #11 Exchange and/or other Marketers of Growers’
Economic Interest in Sugar (GEI Sugar). Values also do not account for any adjustments
resulting from local grower-miller pricing arrangements. For more information, view the
latest QSL Market Snapshot here.

Estimated QSL 2018 Pool Prices
As at 8 February 2019
Net pool Percentage Priced
price ($/
Tonne IPS)

Sugar

Currency

QSL Harvest Pool

$367

87%

91%

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$367

87%

93%

QSL Early Start Actively
Managed Pool

$369

92%

95%

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$344

100%

100%

QSL US Quota Pool

$636

100%

82%

QSL 2-season Forward Pool

$395

87%

98%

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices published on the
QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated regularly and provides a sense
of how the QSL-managed pools are performing over the current season.
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1.

The latest Reef Alliance ‘Reliable 5’ is now available! Stay
up-to-date with the latest reef news and events including a
farmer improving soil health, a seafloor mapping project
and the great eight Reef icons HERE.

2.

71,000 flood affected people have benefitted from more
than $13.9 million in Emergency Hardship Assistance
payments. Farmers can also access financial assistance
including loans, freight subsidies and recovery grants of
$75,000. More information HERE.

3.

4.

Queenslanders are invited to have their say on how the
state’s extraordinary biodiversity values can continue to
be protected and improved as the state grows. For more
information or to get involved, click HERE.
Consumers are encouraged to support disaster affected
farmers by purchasing local produce and if necessary, pay
a little more for it. If this can be sustained, consumers will
play an active role in helping to build more resilient
farming businesses and rural communities. 7 News story
HERE.

5.

Join the Queensland Agriculture Workforce Network in the
coming months as they travel across the state delivering
one-day informative workshops focusing on workplace
relations, understanding labour hire licensing and
workplace health and safety. For more information and to
register, click HERE.

6.

To reduce the effects of natural disasters and to improve
resilience, we need long-term, strategic recovery planning.
This will help farmers recover faster, stronger and be
better prepared for future events. QFF’s QCL column
HERE.

7.

More than 3,000 flood affected landholders across north
Queensland will receive a land rent reprieve to assist with
the recovery process. The assistance applies in 13 local
government areas from Winton in central Queensland to
Cook in the Far North. More information HERE.

Terry Granshaw
0437 553 149
tgranshaw@bps.net.au

Jasmine Connolly
0438 934 601
jconnolly@bps.net.au

Smartcane BMP selfassessment workshops

BMP self-assessment workshops will be held fortnightly on
Monday mornings (9 –11 am).
The self-assessment is the first step towards BMP
accreditation.
Growers who have completed the selfassessment and would like to continue on to accreditation
should also contact Terry or Jasmine.
Please RSVP to:
Terry Granshaw - 0437 553 149
Jasmine Connolly - 0438 934 601

IrrigWeb workshops

IrrigWeb workshops will be held fortnightly on Thursday
mornings (9 - 11 am).

8.

Financial assistance and support services are available
for farmers in 14 north Queensland council areas as they
begin the recovery process following damage caused by
widespread flooding in the north of the state. Visit the
Farmer Disaster Support website for more information.

Workshops will cover: setting up a farm and paddocks;
determining the irrigation point; and entering irrigation
information.

9.

Queenslanders are invited to have their say on the state
government's draft Waste Management and Resource
Recovery Strategy. Public consultation closes on April 5,
2019. To view the strategy, click HERE.

You will need an internet capable laptop or tablet. Phones are
suitable for recording irrigation events but their screens are too
small for the initial setup. If you don’t have a laptop or tablet
please let us know so we can organise one.

10. Take control of your business’ energy bill with the Energy
Efficiency Council’s Introduction to Energy Management
courses. Held across Queensland over the coming
months, learn how to understand how your business
consumes energy data and identify cost saving
opportunities. Details HERE.

Please RSVP to Marian Davis - 0428 927 079.
BMP

IrrigWeb

25-Feb

28-Feb

11-Mar

14-Mar

25-Mar

28-Mar

8-Apr

11-Apr

Easter Monday

Anzac day

6-May

9-May
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Contact Us
canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin cane
farmers and their families in the Burdekin. Copies
are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices,
businesses, industry, politicians, Government
Agencies and members of the community.

HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600

CANEGROWERS Hall
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill
Wayne Smith

General Manager

Michelle Andrews

Manager: Finance & Admin

Tiffany Giardina

Payroll & Administration

Racheal Olsen

Solaris Insurance Brokers
Manager

0428 834 802
4790 3604
4790 3602

4790 3601

Published Fortnightly by:
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
ABN:
Postal Address:
Telephone:
Facsimile:
Email:

43 114 632 325
PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
(07) 4790 3600
(07) 4783 4914
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials
to the above.

4790 3606
0408 638 518

racheal_olsen@solarisinsurance.com.au

Disclaimer

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au

DIRECTORS

Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

Owen Menkens
Deputy Chair

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

spilla8@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Greg Rossato

greg_rossato@outlook.com

0418 713 563

In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

Burdekin Cane Auditors—Workplace Coordinators
Site

Name

Email

Phone

Invicta

Ray Collinson

ray@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 9153

Kalamia

Geraldine Cantarella

geraldine@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4783 0319

Pioneer

Sue Wright

sue@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 5346

Inkerman

Mark Saunders

mark@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 1020

